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Visiting Profs Bring Expertise, Enthusiasm 1 
by Greg llopp 
Every semester, a quiet complement 
of visiting professors arrives at the Law 
School. leaching classes where 
sabatical or retirement have left an 
opening for an instructor that semester, 
and adding their substantive interests 
via new seminars and course offerings. 
This term is no exception: the faculty at 
the Law School includes seven visitors 
•see box). 
As a group. they don't differ 
strikingly from the permanent faculty . 
They attended the same schools, 
generally. Out East. out West, or at 
.Michigan. Only one of them. Prof. 
Yudof, clerked for a circujt court judge. 
But many of them have had experience 
in government or as counsel to studies 
and commissions. Prof. Friedman was 
a trial attorney in the Justice Depart-
ment, and Prof. Andersen worked for 
the FAA during its initial days as on in-
dependent agency. during the New 
Frontier. 
Where the visitinl( faculty differs 
most decidedly is their age. They are 
young, for the most part nearly or 
barely forty . And while nearly half of 
the permanent faculty practiced Jaw 
before entering academia. a relatively 
greater proportion of the visiting 
professors gained such practical ex-
perience. rn fact, Richard Mittentbal, 
who teaches the Labor Arbitration 
seminar. is currently a practicing at-
torney in Birmingham. Notable also is 
Prof. Kirgls. who worked at Covington 
& Burling in Washington, D.C., as did 
U-M professors Yale Kamisar, Joe 
Vining, and Sallyanne Payton. All are 
definite career academicians now, but 
their age and the recency of their prac-
tical experience can give them a 
freshness and perspective occasionally 
lacking in law school. 
They come for a variety of reasons. It 
is a chance to teach at one of the 
nation's finer law schools. But 
professionally. it is more than that. lt is 
a chance to work with new colleagues, 
to gain their perspective and their un-
derstanding. Visitors feel acquaintances 
made at meetings and conventions, or 
vicariously through a professor's publi-
cations, are given chances for 
real growth into a substan-
tial professional relationship. Accor-
ding to Prof. Andersen, "For most it is 
just a question of transplanting. One 
always learns from that. It 's a 
variation on the ' travel is broadening 
principle.' f suppose." Prof. Abrams 
·~tftFWl ""'fiAR 
t 6 ta22- ~~cr. 
Dig That Hog 
\ol JI.No.l2 The UniHr~ity of Michigan La" School February 2. 198.1 
Noel Keane 
Legal Midwife to 
Couples Without Kids 
\oef Keane IS a Dt!urlmm ul/urm•y who 
<pC'CIUII':I!S in H!tllnf( llfl qurQ.f/tltl! 
motherhopd op,reemt'n!l Currently hi! 
upresents Alexander \1alaltr. '}. of \/uldle 
l'tlla1:e. \' Y., in oJ dt!pult' m·t•r ~<o·h•••lrt>r thl! 
chdd born three weeh ugo 111 u •urmf/utt 
mother in1'vftcht~an wa1 tn fuel hi\ clultl. Tho! 
child was hom with 1111 llllll~lwllv m1t1/l ht!ad. 
and doctors thou~ltt thrre "tl' u hteh 
prvhabillly of retardallllfl At'ant! ,..,/I }1, {Iori 
o; thf! ponf!l dtuunwn on wrmvllll' 
mothf!rhood, today a1 J.JO m Room ~20. I he 
R.C. 's Ru1h Milkman \f)Okc with lleam• loll 
wuk about thiS cure 11nd tlte /t>fUJ/ prohlt!ms 
tl.HOCtoted wirlr surrogate motherhood. 
Q: I know that you are the nation~idr 
authority on 'lurrogatr mothi'rs . 
Doesn't Michigan prohibit pa~·ment ror 
chJidren? 
A: There's an adoption statute that 
says there shall not be any fee given to 
or m exchange for a child not approved 
by the Michigan probate court 
Q: Does that a erect 'ou? 
A: Yes, because we filed a lawsuit to 
see whether a payment to a surrogate:' 
\li'Ould violate the Michtgan adoption 
statute. And they ruled that that 
payment would in effect v1olate it. 
Q: So ~hat do you do? 
A: We don't do the adoption Th('rc's no 
adoption done in Mich1gan If the man 
pays a woman SIO,OOO to carry hts child 
but does not do an adoption. tt doesn't 
\iolateany law 
Q: How does the man get the child 
then':' 
A He has the right to get the child. ;ust 
like the woman does A man has a nght 
'o possess1on of hiS child 
Q. llo~ do you introduce Lhe rights of 
the infertile wiCt> to that child? 
A You probably don't do it in 
Mtchigan. The couple may be from one 
of the states that allow an adoption even 
though there's a payment. And that's 
under a st.epchild adoption Jaw. Those 
laws differ from Michigan's law in that 
tbere is no reporting of expenses in con-
nection with the adoption when one of 
the parties 1s already the biological or 
adopt(!(! parent or that child from a 
previOus action 
Q: ~\-hat about the presumption thnt 
any child of a married woman Ylt'IS 
rathered by her husband? 
A· The case you want to make refer-
ence to is Syrkow1J..1 v. •1pplevard In that 
case. Mrs. Appleyard was marned 
Therefore her husband was presumed 
to bc the father of any children born 
during that marriage. Along comes Mr. 
Syrkowski, whose semen was a r -
tificially inseminated into Mrs. Ap-
pleyard . The child was born, 
presumably because of that in-
seminatiOn. Mr. Syrkowski goes into 
the courtroom under the paternity 
statute which is the only vehicle 
ava iloble for establishing his position to 
that child . The presumption of Mr. Ap-
pleyard to that child is a rebuttable 
presumption. Mr. Syrkowski fil(!(! a 
document, Mr. Appleyard said ' 'I'm 
not lhe father'' : Mrs. Appleyard said 
"Mr Appleyard IS not the father, Mr. 
Syrkowski ts the father .. Everyone was 
in agreement. Judge Gribbs rules that 
the paternity statute wasn't designed 
for thiS type of activity, and he wasn 't 
going to let us use it. We appealed that 
decision- r couldn't believe it. We got a 
decision from the appellate court 
saymg that they did not want to 
broaden the paternity statute to include 
surrogate births on a 2-1 decision. We 
are now appealing it to the Michigan 
Supreme Court. 
Q : Who represents the surrogate 
mother5':' 
A: They have their own attorneys. 
Q : Do they pay for their own attorney ? 
A: No The couple gives $300 towards ao 
attorney fee for reviewing any paper-
work 
Q: Is this tbe first lime tbat prospective 
parents have changed their minds 
about a child? 
see.SU RROGATE. page three 
The Faculty relaxes In the new fncully lounge. Located on the third rloor or nu'"""'3' 
Hall. adjacenl to tbe Legal Research Building, the room rormerl> housed !he old l11w re"lt'w 
carreJs. Its openness and npanse accommodate the F'sculty In 11 more approprlatr ra~hlon than 
Lhe cramped old louoge. located in the.b~menl of Hutchins tla ll . 
Clinic Crisis (Part I) 
This article is a first of a two part series detailing the ex-
perience of the clinic in 1982 when it faced criminal 
charges while defending an indigent client. 
by Steven Pepe 
In RG's last edition of the Fall term , 
Dean Rietberg did an article on a 
twelve week felony investigation of me 
and the Clinic undertaken by the 
Washtenaw County Prosecutor's Of· 
fice. Because that case involves lessons 
for clinic students about the risks and 
limits of defending the accused, I will 
elaborate on Dean'sarttcle. 
Some case facts are essential to un-
derstanding the institutional behaviors 
of the Clinic and the Prosecutor's Of-
fice . Our client, Jeff, was referred to us 
by Model Cities Legal Aid. Jeff is 26 
years old w1th no prior criminal or 
juvenile record. Jeff stayed on through 
the final set of the band at a local bar. 
Witnesses confirmed that Jeff was not a 
big drinker, and was quite sober when 
they left him. When Jeff approached 
the bar to get a pencil to write down the 
guitar player address with whom he 
had been talking, the 265 pound bouncer 
told him it was closing time and nudged 
him toward the door. Jeff, 130 pounds. 
inststed he wasn't leavmg until he go~ 
the pencil, and was thereupon picked up 
in a cradle-like fashion and ejected by 
the bouncer. Furious, Jeff got a chunk 
or concrete and pounded on the locked 
door and broke the attached menu 
board. At that time. Tom. the bar's 
manager. came out of the door with the 
bouncer and others behind him. Jeff 
says he turned to get away. dropped the 
concrete. and began running. Jeff says 
he was tackled by Tom who was sub-
stantially bigger than Jeff and worked 
over. He was hit, choked, his eyes were 
gouged and his glasses broken while the 
other bar employees looked on and did 
nothing. 
Tom, the bar manager, told the police 
that Jeff threw the concrete at him and 
he only stopped Jeff from getting away. 
The police interviewed only the bar's 
See Clinic, pa~t 1hree 
R .. c .. co.-ftbruor) l, IPU- poa<IWO 
( 
One- Term Professors Quietly Assimilated 
from page one 
has the unique experience of returning 
as Professor to the L.aw School from 
which he graduated ten years ear lier. 
There are few surprises in thei r im-
pressions of Michigan. " It 's not as cold 
as I was told," said Prof. Andersen. 
.Prof. Kurgis is impressed by the 
"quality of the students ." " The vast 
majority of them have been prepared. 
And £or the most part, they've had 
something interesting to say." 
The Selection Process 
The question remains. how are these 
people selected? One visiting professor 
remarked, "Well, you gel a phone 
ca ll ... " lnvitallons are, in fact. 
issued by the Dean. 
Prof. Kirgis said that a Professor at 
another s chool could become known to 
the Michigan faculty in two simple 
ways: ''A faculty member may know 
someone personally, or one ma y 
become known through that person's 
The Visiting Faculty 
Robert H. Abrams. Wayne State Univer~it) . Tcnchmg Comtitutional Law and Fcderali\m 
and Natural Resources seminar. b. 1948. AB, JD at Mu:higan. Private practice in Southfield 
M I. 1973- 74. • 
William R. Andersen, University of Washington. Teaching Administrathe Law and Ut-
ban Finance seminar. b. 1932. BS, LLB at Denver, LLM at Yale. Associate General Coun~el, 
Federal Aviation Admmis tration, 1960-63. Previously vtslled at Columbia. 
St.oar.t R. Cohn, University of Florida. Teaching Bu~iness Planning and Entcrprbc 
?rga~12.at1on. b. 1941 . BA at Illinois, Honours degree' at Oxford, LLB at Yale. Private practil:e 
m Chicago, 1966-77. 
Jane M . friedman, Wayne State University. Teaching Constitutional Law and B10ethic:~ 
a~d- the_ ~a_w seminar. b. 1941. BA. JD at Mmnesota Trial auorney, Department ot Just ice, 
C1v1l DIVISion, 1966-69. Assistant General Counsel, Federal Commi)SIOn on Ob~cen i ty and 
Pornography, 1969-70. Pre,iously mired at Mmnesora. 
Alan ?uno, Cornell University. Teaching Tax I and Product~ Liability semmar. b. 1940. 
BS at Rensselaer, JD at Cornell. P rivate practice 1n Wa\hington, 0 C .• 197Q-72. 
frederic L Kirgis. Jr •• \\.'ashingron and Lee Unm~rsit)l . Teaching International Lav. and 
lmernation_al Org~nizations. B. 1934. BA at Yale, JD at Ber!..eley. Re~earch at London School 
of EconomiCS. Pnvate practice m Washington. D.C, 196-$-67 Previously ,.,~ited at UCLA. 
. Mark G. Yudof, Uni..-ersllY of Texas. Teaching Contracts . b. 1944. BA, JD at Pennwl-
''anJa. Law ~lerk to.Justice .~inswonh, Sth Cm:uit, 1969-70. General Counsel, ABA study of 
lhe FrC, 19 •0. Pre,1ously vtSIIcd at Berkeley. Univtr\ily of Warv. ic:k 
JOSEPHSON BAR REVIEW CENTER OF AMERICA 
J~sephson offers ~or review courses lor the following states: For further inlormo· 
Iron on your states bor re:qu lrements , simply write or coli the offices of the state 
bar or bar examiner listed here. 
BRC NATIONAL OFFICE: 800-421 -45n For all sta tes not l isted below. 
BRC EASTERN OFFICE: {collect) 212-344-6180 BRC WESTERN OFFICE: (collect) 4 15-776-3202 
publications. " He added , " There 's 
really quite a network ,'' meaning that 
Michtgan is known to Lake visiting 
professors, and certain professors en-
joy visiting. Four of this semester's 
visiting professors have also visited 
other law schools. 
At least al Michigan , an invitation to 
visit is not a prelude to a permanent of-
fer . Because of the number of 
professors who visit at Michigan, and 
the number of Michigan faculty who 
visit elsewhere. Prof. Andersen termed 
it "a kind of exchange program.· · ProL 
Ktrgis, who previously folJowed up his 
two previous exper iences as a visiting 
professor by accepting permanent 
faculty positions at the schools. said. 
"There must be some understanding 
implicit, not explicit.·· He emphasized 
that, as he has just been made Dean of 
Washrngton and Lee's L.aw School. be 
would not be remaining in Ann Arbor 
Nor is there any indicatio.o that other 
v1siting professors are being con-
sidered for permanent po.sitions. The 
professors. for now, remain visitors 
rather than newcomers. 
ForMA, NJ, NY, PA 
Massachusetts Boord of Bar Examiners 
For Alaska , California , Hawaii. Nevada 
77 Franklin St. 
Boston, MA 02110 
New Jersey Boord of Bar Examiners 
CN973 
Trenton , NJ 08625 
New York Boord of low Examiners 
90 State Street 
Albany, NY~ 2207 
Pennsylvania Boord of low Examiners 
Public ledger Building 
Independence Square 
Philadelphia. PA 19106 
IRC SOUTHERN OFFICE: (collect) 813·441 -4133 
For Alabama, Florida 
Alabama State Bar, P.O . Box 671 , Montfomery, ALAS 36101 
Florida Bar Admissions Center 
1300 East Pork Avenue 
Tallahassee, Fl32301 
Alosko Bar Association, P.O. Box 279. A nchorage. Alaska 99510 
Cali fornia Comm. of Bar Examiners 
555 Franklin St .. P.O . Box 7908, Son Francisco, CA 94120 
Supr eme Court of Hawaii, P.O . Box 2560, Honolulu , HA 96804-2560 
State Bar of Nevada, 834 Willow St . , Reno . NV 89502 
BRC MIDWESTERN OFFICES: (collect) Ml313-559·7606, MN 612-644-6070 
For IN. M I. MN. OK 
Indiana Boord of low Examiners, 402 State Hou se, Indianapolis, IN 46204 
Michigan Boord of low Examiners , P .0 . Box 30052, lansing, Ml48909 
Minnesota Boord of Bar Examiners 
200A Minnesota State Bonk Building 
200 S. Robert St . 
St. Paul , MN 55107 
Oklahoma Boord of Bar Examiners 
Charlotte Nelson, Administrative Director 
P.O. Box 53056 
1901 N . l incoln Blvd . 
Oklahoma City. OK 73152 
BRC Is looking for Campus Representatives . In exchange for selling course 
materials you will receive a free Bar Exam review course. 
Most course materials will b e sent 7-1 weeks before the exam. Courses 
generally start 6 weeks before the exam. 
For further informotion on the JosephsoA Review Course 
moil the coupon below to: ' 
Nome phone No. ___ _ 
Address Dote of Gr oduotron 
-----
Ex om Dote and State of Interest -------
Ethan Powsner 
309 Packard No. 1 
Ann Arbor, Mich. 41104 
761· 6541 
or 
Susan Dunnln11 
1245 11land Drive 
Ann Arbor. Mich. 
IDlte utes <&tstat 
Attorney Discusses Surrogate Parenthood 
from page onf' 
A: Now wait a minute. Let's gel it 
straight now. The dispute going on right 
now is whether or not it 's a surrogate 
child. It really isn' t even a parent 
say~pg be doesn 't want the child. Right 
now there's a dispute saying this man 
can't father a child with this blood 
grouping. 
Q: How do you usually establish that 
the man is the father of the child ? 
A: We provide for an HLA blood lest in 
all of the agreements. 
Clinic 
Q : And beforehand th e s urrogate 
mother agrees to abstain from sex with 
anyone? 
A: That's correct, during that fertile 
period for that month. 
Q: How do you find your surrogate 
mothers? 
A: I 've been highly visible, obviously, 
in the media, regarding these 
programs, so women call me because of 
that. I run a steady ad in the Detroit 
News. talk-shows, aU that sort of stuff. 
We have more potential s urrogate 
mothers than we have couples who 
want children. We have over 300. 
l~: And your standard f ee is SlO.OOO? 
A: The fee for the surrogate mothers is 
$10,000. It's a round $20,000 in total 
costs. There's a S5,000 attorney fee . 
There's an Sl800 medical insemination 
fee, and then there's a breakdown for 
attorney fees , psychiatric examination, 
medical examjnation , maternity 
clothes, insurance policy. 
Q : Why do women want to be s urrogate 
mothers? 
A: Some do it for the fee , others 
beca use they want to help couples out. 
Some want to experience childbirth, 
some may have had an abortion, and 
want to relieve that problem. Some 
may have a medical problem and by 
not having their periods, the symptoms 
go away. 
Q• One last question-someone (,o.Jd me 
today that this child was all right, is 
that right? 
A: That's what I had heard, but you 
know I just ta lked to the hospital , and 
damn it, with a ll this legal s tuff going 
on, 1 have to admit I djdn' t ask about 
the child. 
Criminal Charges Brought from page one 
employees (and no neutral wHnessesJ 
Jeff was arrested and charged With 
assault and battery I A and B 
Wben Jeff came to the clinic he asked 
what he could do if Lhey would not drop 
the A&B charge. We accompanied Jeff 
to the police stat1on to f1le a cnm1nal 
com plaint against Tom We told him he 
couJd file a civil suit agamst Tom but 
~itbout witnesses he stood lillie chance 
ofsu~cess . 
When Jeff discover ed that his 
criminal complaint against Tom was 
not given a neutral review but denied 
by the same assistant prosecutor 
ass1gned to convict Jeff, hP became 
more insistent on the bringin~ of a civil 
suit. 
The assistant prosecutor resisted our 
discovery efforts by refusing to provide 
us the addresses or telephone numbers 
of witnesses. Blair Hysni and Howard 
Gutman interviewed Tom at the bar. 
They ascertained no one was scnously 
mjured. no medical attention even 
sought , but feelings still ran high. They 
explained that Jeff want ed us 10 rile a 
civil s uit and they discussed sellhng the 
whole matter out of court Jeff was 
v.illing to apologize and pay (or the 
menu board and stay out of the bar in 
the futur e. Tom was friendly and said 
he wanted to think about dropping the 
charges. Tom said lhey should check 
back in a week. 
During that week Blair a nd Howard 
finally located one of the lis ted wit-
nesses by calling everyone by that 
name in the county . They called his 
fathe r who identified the w1tness, 
Ste,·e. as hjs son who was v1sitmg but 
bad returned hom e to Denver . 
Colorado. When contacted. Steve was a 
terrific witness A r esponsible 
engineer . lhe son of a rf'Spected local 
ntiruster. and best of all, an unb1ased, 
neutra l observer 
T he Wifne s' tory 
Ste\·e. and a friend from California, 
eame out of another bar across the 
Street at closing time when they saw a 
fcght in p r ogress in which our client was 
getung the worst of it under Tom who 
bad a 3o-40 pound weight advantage. 
Steve approached and asked what was 
going o o . He was told by a bar em-
Ployee that they were just holding him 
t!ntil the police a rrived. Steve noticed 
that Tom seemed to be working out 
some sort of vengence on J eff while the 
othe bar employees dld not try to break 
up the fight and seemed to sanction it. 
When Steve heard Tom yell a t our client 
"People like you should not be aUowed 
to live.'' Steve left to call the police. He 
confirmed the gougmg. choking and dif-
trial 7 days off. Blair and Boward 
returned to the bar and asked Tom for 
their attorney's name to arrange a 
deposition. U the matter could not be 
settled. the Clinic had to preserve 
Steve's testimony by a videotaped 
deposition, since our client could not af-
ford to depose him in Colorado nor fly 
. . . a seasoned local defense lawyer 
came up and whispered, ('They,re out 
to get the Clinic, because you don't 
help them steam roll your eli en ts. '' 
ficulty of our client in getting his 
breath. 
When the police arrived Steve and his 
fnend gave the police their names a nd 
local phone number. and told them they 
would be lea ving Ann Arbor in a couple 
days. Tbe police did not interview them 
that night. nor did they ever call Steve's 
father's house to talk with them Blair 
and Howard were the first to call. 
him back for any civil trial. 
We filed a civil action against Tom 
and t he bar, marked up Tom 's 
deposition the next week to be followed 
by our witness. Steve. 
On the day of the criminal trial, the 
assistant prosecutor accused us of 
filing unnecessary criminal discovery 
motions and harassing his witnesses. 
He concluded by publically announci11~ 
that Blair. Howard and l were under a 
felony investigation for obstruction of 
j ustice. l dertied the charge and asser-
ted that what we had done was legal, 
etb1ca1Iy permissible i f not 
professionally required. Over our ob-
jections lhat we would Jose tbe Jive 
testimony of Steve, the JUdge adjourned 
the trial three weeks to clear up the in-
vesligalion or defense counsel. Ob.-
viously, the defendant could not get ef-
fective assistance of counsel while the 
prosecution was wielding a sword over 
the defendant 's head. 
l asked the prosecutor to show me a 
statute. court rule. ethical standard or 
a singJe case that made the threat of 
filing of a bona fide civil action a crime. 
He gave me my Miranda warning in-
stead, and 'said it was a conspiracy to 
commit a common Jaw c rime of ob-
struction of justice and that he was stiU 
researching it. 
As we lett the courtroom, a seasoned 
local defense lawyer came up and 
whispered. " They're out to get the 
Clinic, because you don 't help them 
steam roll your clients." 
Steve said he was coming to Ann Ar-
bor lhe following week for a short visit 
and would testify at Jeff's criminal 
trial. Time was of the essence with the 
Next week: The outcome of a prolonged struggle with the 
prosecutor's office. 
MAY ENIOR DAY will take place on 
Saturday, May 14. Some students were 
told erroneously that Senior Day will be 
on Sunday, May 14. 
O~·CA,\1PVS £:\ITER \' IEWS for 3rd 
year students - House Legislative 
Counsel. House of Representatives -
D.C. - f'ebruar,v 7; Jones. Hall, Rill & 
White - San Francisco - Ftbruory II. 
please stop by the Placement Office for 
more information. 
SURROG TE MOTHERHOOD is the 
topic of a panel discussion to be held 
today at 3:30 in room 220. Speakers will 
include attorney Philip Parker . who 
have done extensive work oo surrogate 
mother cases. The rest of the panel con· 
sists of .. Jill D.", a surrogate mother 
who delivered her child in October of 
l982, and Nancy Reame, a nurse who 
counsels surrogate mothers. 
Notices 
THE LAW PARTNERS are meeting on 
Friday, Feb. 1.1, at 6:30 in the old 
faculty lounge on the first floor of Legal 
Research . Law Partners is an 
organization of law students and their 
"significant others" which endeavors 
to include famiHes in life at the Law 
School. This is another taste-tempting 
potluck. so bring a healthy appetite. a 
dish to share, silverware and place set· 
tings for your family. Also. since '"' e 
will be discussing the annual 
progressive dinner, please bring your 
ideas, enthusias m and brilliant 
organizational s kills. For more info call 
Jenny Wu at 485-3004. 
THE COMPL'T ER LAW society, Home 
Computer Group wiiJ meet on Thur-
sday, February 3, 1983 at 12 noon in 
front of room JOO Hutchins Hall to go to 
lunch. If you're interested in home 
com pulers please join us. 
THE LAW TUOENT DIVISION of the 
American Bar Association appoints Jaw 
student liasons to many of the substan-
live sections and committees of the 
ABA . Students appointed as liasons at-
tend council or committee meetings, 
generally twice a year. and contribute 
substantially to discussions as their ex-
perience perm1ts The student Hasons 
also keep the Law tudenl DIVISion in-
formed as to the acti,•itics of their sec-
tions and committees Applications are 
dut> Frbruon 11 More detailed infor-
mation and application forms can be 
found on the bulletin board outs1de the 
Student Senate off1ce 
IF A~\'ONE takmg the D.C. bar exam 
thts summer would prefer to study for it 
in Ann Arbor. please contact Carl 
.Valenstein at 761·1738. Carl needs at 
least ten people to organize a Barbri 
course here in town- six people have 
already s1gned up 
R., Ctstu- hbnoary l , 1983- p•x• lour 
£diror 
Ted Lee 
Managing Editor 
Ruth Milkman 
News: Greg Hopp 
Opinion: Dean Rietbe rg 
Feawres: Dan Bronson 
A rts: J ohn Ramsay 
Sports: Ray Berens. Dave Blanke 
Law in the Raw: Mike Walsh 
Copy: Margaret Thompson 
Business: Peter Radin 
Graphics: Dave Ru benstein 
Photography: Earl Giovianiello 
Staff: Dave Tryon. Alan Maclin 
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Until It~s Settled 
Once again this week, we are filling news 
space with a topic many law students find 
moribund : affirmative action and the Law 
Review. Over the course of the year, critics 
~laim, the issue has cluttered the front page, 
littered the second page, and destroyed the 
opinion page. Affirmative action and Law 
Review, some say, is no longer a dar-k horse; it 
has degenerated into a dead horse and we can't 
seem to stop beating it. 
Well , let the torture continue! This week 
we've done it again by presenting you with the 
views of the Student Senate. And to unwhet(?) 
your appetite for next week's R.G. , we can tell 
you now that we will be printing what we found 
to be a very critically- and responsibly-writ-
ten letter by one Michigan student. 
Why the fuss? Why not let the dead horse 
lie? Very simply, because this may be the 
most important change made in the law school 
this year, and as for student-made decisions, 
the most important in many years. 
The Law Review has appeared to be quite 
responsive to demands for change from some 
of the most critical observers of a selection 
process whi~h selected the Law Review staff 
itself. It' is considering chopping some of the 
fat from one of the most sacred of law school 
cows, while retaining its high quality. The 
staff is probing an area where virtually no 
other law school in the nation has dared probe, 
and the result could be a development for 
other far-sighted law schools to follow : 
The Law Review's solicitation of opinions 
from students, moreover, shows that the staff 
is not about to make this issue merely a 
sacrificial lamb by creating a weak structural 
change simply to appease some elements of 
the student body. They have asked all students 
to state their views, and in some cases, have 
even extended the deadline to· provide more 
time. Although the student response has been 
far from overwhelming, all indications are 
that the Review has considered the views ex-
pressed. 
Finally, decision time is quickly ap-
proaching for the Review, if the decision is not 
already being made. We feel it important to 
keep you informed as to the alternatives and 
issues with which the Review is being presen-
ted in this critical period. 
So whether this issue is a dark horse , a 
sacred cow or a sacrificial lamb, its time has 
come and we plan to stay on course. 
Letters 
Schiller's Quota System 
Challenged 
To the editors: 
The laudable attempts by Mr . Schiller [R.G. 
January 19, ' ·Reviewing the Review"] and 
others to rectify de facto discrimination against 
minorities in the Law Review selection process 
encourage the introduction of skin color and 
social status as criteria for a system which is 
currently blind to color and wealth by virtue of 
its adherence to a basically objective standard. 
Who will set the quotas for each type of law 
student who should be reserved a seal at the Law 
Review table? I hope that Mr. SchiJier does not 
consider himself qualified to decide how many 
men and women, whites, blacks, and hispanics, 
Jews and Gentiles. gays and heterosexuals, etc .. 
will be reserved spaces to the mutual exclusion 
of others who, by virtue of "blind" satisfaction of 
minimum requirements, would otherwise have 
been considered. 
Mr. Schiller suggests that " hypothetical" 
white s tudents <inferring that those with high 
grades are exclusively whiles who use Law 
Review to explicitly discriminate against other 
social groups) should settle for some Dean's lis t 
to satisfy their egos a nd their prospective em-
ployers. Lel's face reality- Law Review ts· par-
tially a reward, and employers look for this 
credential as some proof of excellence. It is 
true- law firms do value Law Review member-
ship for the training and experience it gives. I do 
not accept the conclusion that this requires us to 
insure the inclusion of specified social groups so 
that they will also get such training. Let all who 
make Law Review earn their "training" by 
passing some type of objective test. I do not 
propose that grading of exams and writing sam-
ples is entirely objective, but certainly it is 
more so than determining o pnori that certain 
students must be given greater consideration by 
virtue of some social comparison. 
Even if we accept Mr. Schiller 's proposition 
that law school should be a stronghold of 
moralistic advocacy, it does not necessarily 
follow that Law Review is the proper instrument 
for advancing moral philosophies or rectifying de 
facto injustices against groups who failed to 
"cut" the grades. He suggests that an affir-
mative action program Cand a ny debilitating 
consequences > would be a small price to pay for 
lhe added education of a few blacks or hjspanics. 
I am not opposed to such " educations" if these 
s tudents pass the same objective test as 
everyone else. I am opposed to " educating" them 
at the expense of others who otherwise would 
have passed an objective test. Anyone who fails 
to satisfy objective criteria has the option of 
seeking out the other two publications at the Law 
School; this includes white males a s well as all of 
the social groups for which Mr. Schiller has ex-
pressed his concern. 
Retention of some form of an objective stan-
da rd CGPA, plus perhaps the inclusion of some 
test for writing skills) is not necessarily a denial 
of Mr. Schiller's proposition that legal in-
stitutions are not value-free. The value we ad-
vance by adhering to an objective standard is 
one of academic excellence. 1 do not see any 
Letters Policy 
evidence presented by Mr. Schiller for his con-
tention that this precludes the Michigan Law 
Review from attaining the first two goals he 
postulates. The Michigan Law Review is not. 
to my knowledge, regarded as a publication of 
lesser quality in academic circles because it has 
failed to use its selection process to promote 
social goals. Nor do I believe that the Law 
Review would necessarily be a publication of 
higher quality if the selection process were 
altered to consider such goals. I am also not con-
vinced that the introduction of " moral '' criteria 
would provide a betler environment for training 
in legal analysis. 
l_am not suggesting that GPA alone is an en-
tirely adequate criterion for Law Review selec-
tion. Perhaps a system which combines some 
consid_eration of GPA, writing s k ills, and 
dedication to task <how measured?) would be 
preferable to the present sole emphasis on GPA. 
I would even favor a selection process which 
~onsiders a ··resume'' detailing a student's 
qualifications for Law Review, e.g .. previous ex-
perience and even "unique perspectives" on law 
and social institutions 1 although it is dHficull to 
accept Mr. Schiller's inference that the curren~ 
students on Law Review lack "unique" perspec· 
lives on law and social institutions by virtue of 
their skin color> . But to risk turning a " color-
blind" selection process into another tool for de 
Jure discrimination, under the guise of affir-
mative action. doe~ scare me. I am willing to ac-
cept the results of an objective selection process 
that focuses on achievement. At most, we should 
move to a modified-GPA system of review. 
Michael J. MueUer-lL 
Study Break 
The R.G . is interested in hearing 
from any first or second year students 
who are interested in joining the staff 
for next year. While our publication is 
rarely cited by the Supreme Court, it 
does have its advantages. We are the 
only ones that let our staff wr ite 
whatever they want (within reasonable 
limits of good taste . - of course.) 
Moreover, with our publication, you 
will actually get to see your name in 
print, and people will even read what 
you write Finally, and most important, 
we have an awful lot of fun putting this 
paper oul every week. And if you don 't 
think that what you have to say is as 
important as what you hear in class 
from your profs, check out how many of 
.Your classmates are furtively reading 
the R.G. under the table in Contracts 
this morning. 
The Res Gestae welcomes comment from our readers. To be printed, letters 
must be signed, although requests for anonymity will be considered. We reserve 
the right to edit for length and clarity. Submissions should be typed and double-
spaced, and may be dropped off in the Drop Box on the door of the R.G. office at 
Room 408 Hutchins Hall. The deadline for each Wednesday's issue is the pre-
ceding Sunday at 6 p.m . 
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Forum 
Senate Urges Review 
Writing Competition 
Editor's Comment: The Law School Student 
Senate adopted the following policy on Law 
Review selection criteria by a 10 to I vote at its 
January 24 meeting. 
To: John Frank. ~tanaging Ed1tor, 
Michigan Law Revaew 
From: Law School Student Senate 
Re: E\·aJuation of Revie\\ Selectron 
Policy 
THE LA\\ SCHOOL Student Senate applauds the evallllltion or Law Review seleCtiOn Crltena 
being undertaken by th1s year's semor 
staff. We recogmze that to make sub-
stantial changes m a system that m 
many senses has worked well for so 
long must be an mtamidating task. We 
hope that the followmg thoughts and 
suggestions will contribute support and 
momentum to an evaluation that will 
resull in selection criteria that are a 
bold departure from the status quo 
As representatives of the student 
body we can identify two major con· 
cerns that prompt us to urge you to 
abandon the present grade-based selec-
tion process First. because member-
ship on the Michigan Law Review is for 
most purposes the weightiest academic 
plum that a student at the low school 
can obtain, we believe that 1t is im· 
perative that the method by which 
membership is selected be as rational 
and as defensible as possible Second, 
the current system has resulted in vir· 
tually no representatiOn or a number of 
minority groups within the student 
body. Each of these concerns will Le 
addressed in turn 
possess the requis1te skills to excel at 
scholarly writing are denied a coveted 
position on the Review staff. The student 
body has one more reason to be 
demoralized and to perceive the law 
school experience as a less than 
rational set of hoops through wh1ch they 
must jump. How often have we heard or 
read that 1t 1s important lhal the legal 
system convey an appearance of fa1r· 
ness " This is also a persuasive 
argument for an institution where we 
spend three very important and 
demanding years of our hves This 1:. 
not to intimate that the entire burden of 
making the law school expenence a 
rat10nal. fa1r and stimulating one rest 
on the shoulders of the Review. 
However, like it or not. the Review as a 
s tudent organization ha s an un-
paralleled leadership position within 
the law school community. We urge you 
to use this opportunity to abandon a 
grade-based selection process and 
adopt a system that more closely 
scrutinizes students· ability to do 
scholarly writing in the form of a 
wrating competition. 
We are not concerned that the adop-
tion of a selection process based on a 
writing competition will exclude those 
students who will make excellent staff 
members and who also have achieved a 
high grade point average Presumably. 
those students would also be chosen if a 
writing competition were utilized. Ad· 
dilionally. those students who have 
achieved high grades but who lack 
either the skills or the motivation to be 
selected on the basis of a wriling com-
petition will not be deprived of all 
recognition for that achievement. For 
example, they still have the opportunity 
to graduate with honors, become mem-
bers of Order of lhe Coif and take book 
awards. Besides, Jaw firms , judges, 
other graduate programs, facult y 
members and parents all love high 
grades. In short, there are many alter-
native sources of recognition and 
satisfaction in receiving and main-
taining high grades. 
students whose notes met publication 
standards. We recognize that there is 
many a slip between even the most 
well-conceived and written note and 
publication- an intervening Supreme 
Court decision being one example. 
Therefore. any selection process should 
provide for Review staff status if a note 
of publication quality cannot be 
published for a reason extraneous to lbe 
writer's effort and skill. The ability to 
rece1ve credit for a completed note 
would be the method of lessening the 
hardship in cases where a good faith ef-
fort IS made but a student simply 
doesn't meet Review standards for 
whatever reason. A note written with 
faculty supervision, for example. cer-
tainly seems a defensible alternative to 
the current seminar requirement 
I T IS our belief and hope that a writing based selection process will 
also ameliorate our second concern 
with the current system, namely the 
lack of minority representation on 
Review staff. It seems bardJy open to 
argument that Review membership 
constitutes the single most deter-
minative factor in gaining access to 
many prestigious positions in the legal 
community. e.g. membership in the 
biggest and/or best law firms, judicial 
clerks hips, faculty positions, judiciaJ 
and government appointments. We 
believe that it is crucial that our legal 
system and government become more 
representative of and responsive to the 
people who must live under its burdens 
as well as its blessings. Again, because 
of your position of leadership within the 
law school and your albeit less direct 
but nevertheless powerful impact on 
the direction in which the legal com· 
munity will move, we urge you to make 
lhe Review's selection criter ia one 
1 
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place where the buck stops. 
Obviously you did not create nor are 
you a lone responsible to undo years of 
lack of minori ty representation on the 
Law Review. Yet you do have the op-
portunity and the power to make a dif-
ference. While we cannot walk in your 
shoes, we do recogni~e that in your 
evaluation of the selection process you 
are subject to intense and competing 
pressures. Neither can we remove 
those pressures. We can pledge our sup-
port for any decision that will make the 
Review more accessible to minor ity 
students. We believe the Review as a 
scholarly publication can only benefit 
frOm greater diversity in staff members 
perspectives and backgrounds. Obser· 
vation of the Journal 's selection 
process and staff composition indicates 
that a wr iting competition selection 
process should increase the Review's 
accessibility to mmority students. We 
would recommend a buill-in re· 
evaluation component as part of any in· 
slitutional change to ensure that a 
change in staff compos1tion is achieved. 
If for administrative or other 
reasons, a grade-based system is main· 
tamed, we would support an explicit af-
firmati\•e action component in the 
selection process. One of the most 
common objectives lo affirmatave ac-
tion programs IS that they deprive 
otherwise qualified majority members 
of benefits. One response to such an 
argument would be lo maintain the 
same number of positions under the 
current cr1teria and simply add on a 
number of slots. No one then will have 
lost a previously existing position. The 
Review simply will have gained a 
net!ded diversity or perspectives by ad-
ding posifions. 
WE DO consider maintenance of the current system with a quota 
adctition as a less desirable alternative 
than a change to a writing competition 
format for two reasons. First, the latter 
seems more rational and fair with 
respect to the entire student body. 
Second, our perception is lhal 
minorities are already laboring under 
heavy attitudi nal backlash in the 
current political and economic climate. 
However, whatever the costs of an ex· 
plicit quota system, they seem less to us 
than a continued lack of minor ity 
representation on the Review staff. 
Again. we appreciate your efforts and 
encourage you to continue to undertake 
a controversial and lime-consuming 
task. We hope that these thoughts a re of 
some benefit in the process and would 
be happy lo provide any furthe r 
clarification or additional input. 
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It is our position that a selection 
system that is tailored as closely as 
possible to idcnt1fy those s kills 
necessary to produce a high qualJty 
publication will be the most rational 
and defensible one Our perception is 
that the skills necessary to receive high 
grades and those necessary to do 
scholarly writing s1mply r isk diver-
gence too oflen to be considered closely 
tailored. Whatever other abilities it 
may take to consistentJy perform well 
on exams, it certamly takes the ability 
to perform at peak under extreme time 
pressure and stress- a nashy perfor· 
mance is required In contrast. writing 
a good note requ1res meticulous 
resear ch, thmking , editing. more 
think ing, more ed1t1ng, more 
meticulous research, more thinking. 
then writing and so on. While some 
people may possess the skills to excel 
in both of these respective tasks. it 
seems clear to us that in many cases 
this will not be so. 
In line with our "most clearly 
tailored'' approach. the Senate urges 
you to adopt a writing competition that 
most closely approximates the writing 
of a note as is administratively and 
otherwise feasible. We recognize that 
your experience on Review sensitizes 
you to nuances and intricacies in 
evaluating alternatives to the present 
system of which we are in all likelihood 
~aware. Probably, the most closely 
ta1lored system would be one where any 
student would have the opportunity to 
develop a topic and write a note with 
supervision in their second year with 
third year staff then consisti~~ of 
12. c<>s)':i. 'tr ~ t;~ . .. s \ .,~) 
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WHEN divergence occurs, the costs to both the Review and the 
student body are high. The Review 
loses lhe opportunity to have lhe most 
excellent staff possible. Students who 
A L IIh C. l~! 
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Arts 
Hollywood in Decline 
Why don't the Stars Shine Anymore? 
by John Ra msay 
E VERVONE WHO HAS EEN Gon~ With th~ Wind will prob-ably remember at least one 
scene from that film. Vivien Leigh has 
returned to Tara alter escaping from a 
burning AUanta and Sherman's en-
croaching army, only to find her plan-
tation home in near rujns and charred 
by smoke. After days of fatigue and 
hunger, she ventures into the barren 
fields for something to eat and, at a 
point or final desperation, r ises from 
the red Georgia rurt and defiantly 
shakes her fist in the air , declaring, " As 
God is my witness, I 'll never be hungry 
again .' ' 
There is at least one moment like that 
in every great movie. It is a point at 
which Lhe film rises above itseU and 
becomes more than celluloid a nd 
light- a mom ent when a character 
leaps from his or her two-dimens ional 
setting into the world of the audience by 
powerfully expressing some universal 
truth or feeling. During these moments, 
film reaches its potential and ap-
proaches "art. " 
T HOSE MOMENTS are few and fa r between in contempora ry 
American cinema- perhaps more ac-
curately, popular cinema. Ever since 
Griffith's 81rth ()/a Nation, American 
cinema provided the promise of an art 
form that could appeal to the broad 
mass of the public, those people who 
were not inclined to visit art galleries or 
attend classical music concer ts. F ilm 
could be entertaining and, at the same 
time, approach the immediacy and 
high drama of theatre. The promise, 
unfortunately . has not fuMy 
materialized lf, as someone said, 
cinema is the primary cultural medium 
of the twentieth century, we have 
perhaps become a rather culturally 
destitute society. 
The problem is not an absence of 
good actors so much as a lack of 
good roles in which to act. The super-
stars of Hollywood's "golden era ·· have 
been replaced by s uper-
ulf, as someone said, cinema is the 
primary cultural medium of the twen-
tieth century, we have perhaps become 
a rather culturally destitute society. " 
casionally achieve commercial suc-
cess. On the other hand, how m any 
people actually saw Ja ne Fonda in Klute 
or Meryl Streep in Th~ Fr~nch Lieutenant 's 
Woman ? Ultimately, the ability of talen-
ted people to create great screen pe;· 
sonalities depends upon Hollywood s 
willingness to provide them. which in 
turn necessarily rests upon the poten-
tial profitability of the. mo~e 
"sophisticated" films . Espectally m 
periods of recession, when producers 
are particularly leery of sinking mo~ey 
into " r isky'' ventures, the temptatiOn 
will be great to stick with the safe 
product, and film as art will be la rgely 
confined to university movie theatres 
showing mostly foreign films . 
images-cartoon figures that are 
meant to impress us by their size and 
color but fail to reach us on a purely 
emotional level. Movie c haracters 
ideaiJy are people who appeal to us as 
peopl~, not images. We may revere 
them, despise them , fear or even love 
them, but they make us feeJ something. 
Hepburn and Tracy rud that. So rud 
Car y Grant and Jimmy Stewart, Bette 
Davis and Joan Crawford, Bogart and 
Bergman. Their movies were not 
always weU-scripted and the plots were 
sometimes contrived, but the charac-
ters were always real. They were often 
our fr iends and sometim es our 
enemies. but we knew them , believed 
in them. 
All that started slowly to change 
as the popularity of cinema declined. At 
the height of movie popularity in the 
mid-for ties before the widespread 
availablilty of television, 90 million 
Americans per week went to the 
cinema. As television grew to become a 
more important visual medium, that 
number plummeted drastically. 
young girl thrashes wildly about in the 
upstairs bedroom, spewing obscenities 
and green vomit 
THE POINT of the Big Event, ap-parently, is to present a prem ise 
big and shocking enough to drag people 
from their comfortable living room 
chairs. These movies can be enter-
taining but, like any cheap thrill. they 
don't carry the same punch the third. 
fourth , or fifth time around, and soon 
one's greatest regret is that the 
Poseidon didn't sink fast enough. Still. 
The Big Event typically brings in the 
Big Money, and so the Hollywood 
moguls continue in their belief that 
bigger must necessarily be better. 
- Hollywood does of course continue to 
produce some movtes that contain sen-
sitive, in-depth character portrayals. 
and films like CominJl Home. Kranu•r v 
Kraml!r, and Coal Mim•r'r DauJlhtl'f do OC· 
Perhaps the public will at last tire of 
the big-money. specia l-effects ex-
travaganza in which incidental charac-
ters wander through incidental plots 
like an afterthought and will demand 
more If not. the Big Event will con-
tinue to become the norm, and each 
new blockbuster will become an over-
night sensation and then fade from view 
as quickly as hula -hoops and 3-D 
glasses. Bul as for Scarlett O'Hara . 
standing in that field and defying fate. 
the elements . and lhe Damn 
Yankees- she will be with us always. 
What's the verdict, 
Valentine? 
Send a message to your sweetie through the 
RG valentine classifieds . Create your own 
romantic message. or select one from the exam-
ples below. 
A l Dear Wade. this thing is bigger than both of 
us J .J . 
B l Ron - Balance my budget Nancy 
C) Roses are red, violets are blue, I like you 
'cause you're Law Review. 
D> Why don't we do it in the Reading Room? 
Cookie. 
Gradually, Hollywood executives, 
producers, and directors began to 
believe that the only way to lure the 
public away (rom the hypnotic trance or 
the tube and back to the big screen was 
by way of the 8 111. Event- the ex-
travaganza in which aU the power of 
high technology was combined with 
plots that involved circumstances of 
cataclysmic proportions. Movies like 
Tht' Poseidon Adv~nture, The E:corciSt, 
Jaws, the A irport movies, and Star Wan 
often featured technical brilliance and 
larger-than-life stories, but the charac-
ters themse.lves were lost in the shuffle. 
The acting in Big Event movies is not 
uniformJv bad. but it's hard to develop 
,..-----------------, the intricacies of a character in the con-
Valentines should be submitted to Room 
Hutchins Hall by Friday, February 4 
ComA tl) and b·ow~ vou 
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text of such monumental happenings . 
The audience doesn't have lime to focus 
on the nuances of personality when in-
nocent bathers a re indiscriminately 
swaiJowed by a big fish. or when a 
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Sports 
Four Teams Survive 
Opening Rounds of 
LSSS B-Ball Play 
Berens an d Blanke 
The LSSS Basketball Tournament got 
underway last Saturday night with 15 
men's teams entering the competition 
at the old [M building In case you're 
looking for your favorite team ( or you 
just want to check out some of the goofy 
names ), here are the results of the first 
round action : Law B1g Dogs spent 
Smart Money 86-22 ; Wonkas paid only 
lip service to Cunning Lmguists, who 
lost by forfeit ; Legal Soul boogied by 
Cramdowns 61-33, Good Times sad-
dened Da Doop Da Hoops 88-20; Legal 
Ease stuffed Jerry's Jammers 51-33; 
Expatriots cleared the Awful Danger 
38-33; Mongrels shot down Gunners 53-
35; and Just Married received a bye. 
When the earlier wmners squared off 
m the second round, some truly exciting 
games resulted. Most notable were 
Penal 
Action 
Dumped 
Two second-year teams squared off 
in regular IM action on Sunday as Law 
Big Dogs defeatedPenal Action42-21 at 
the Coliseum. The game was a 
mis match on paper, the Big Dogs 
possessing both superior s ize and 
quickness . -But action's carefu l, 
de liberate style in addition to some 
sharp shooting by Pat Quick a nd Doug 
Bland kept the game close throughout 
Legal Soul's 53-41 victory over Good 
Times, Law Big Dogs' 5Q-40 triumph 
over Wonkas, and Legal Ease's 4841 
win against Expatriots. The only 
second round blowout had Mongrels 
over Just Married 57-30. 
The Legal Soul - Good Times contest 
featured a fa st-paced, quick-strike 
team against a slower, mor e 
methodical, but highly talented squad. 
As is most often the case, the team with 
quickness prevailed. 
Legal ~ouJ secureo a 31·21 oaJJume 
edge on the strength of 17 points by 
Derrick Mayes and 8 by Kevin Scott. 
Ron Lopez and Greg McAleenan for 
Good Times ke pt the game from 
becoming a trounce by adding 10 and 6 
first half points, respectively. Good 
Times' most potent offensive weapon, 
the first half, which ended 19-15 in favor 
of the Big Dogs. 
The second half, however, was all Big 
Dogs. Their decision to switch to a 
man·te>-man defense cut off Action's 
perimeter shooting and forced the play 
inside where the Dogs ' height advan-
tage was devastating. On offense, the 
Big Dogs were able to get a lot of easy 
buckets on good passing as Penal Ac-
tion, with only .one substitute, steadily 
ti red. 
Mark Henderson paced the Big Dogs 
with 10 points, while teammates Steve 
Bushong, Andre Jackson, and Stuart 
Hershman each chipped in 8. Top 
scorers for Action were quick witb 11 
and Bland with 6. 
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John By I, was unable to get on a scoring 
tr ack early, then picked up two fouls 
and spent a subs tantial part of the half 
on the bench. 
In the second half, Soul upped the 
pace a bit and simply wore down Good 
Times. Byl had an excellent second 
half, scoring 14 points and dominating 
the boards at both ends, yet Times 
never really threatened Soul's lead. 
Ha ving but one reserve, Good Times 
was never fresh enough to place solid 
defensive pressure on their speedier 
opponents. 
Fmal tallies for scoring leaders read : 
Mayes C2ll, Scott ( 14 ) , and 
Hollingsworth C9l for Legal Soul; By! 
1 16), Lopez (lOl , and McAleenan (8 ) for 
Good Times. 
Next weekend Law Big Dogs will play 
Legal Soul, a game which is .likely to 
decide the tournament champ10n. The 
Law Big Dogs have a good IM team, but 
they would not have had the talent to 
beat Legal Soul had they not added 
J ohn Witri to their tourney roster. 
Wilri, a strong scorer, adds the co~­
sistent outside threat needed by the B1g 
Dogs. 
In the second semifinal game next 
Saturday. Legal Ease takes on lhe 
gold bond 
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Mongrels. Legal Ease is a . we~l · 
balanced team with a tall front hne tn 
Kit Pierson, Mike Maurer, and Alan 
Hoff, and a steady backcourt with Mark 
Ferguson and J im Laing. They also 
may have the strongest reser~e co~ps 
in the tournament. The team s major 
shortcoming is their lack of quickness, 
but don't count 'em out. 
The R.G. was unable to cover the 
Mongrels' game so, sorry guys, no print 
this week. Stay tuned next week. 
All in all, Saturday night was a big 
success. A lot of credit goes to Peggy 
Chutich, Greg Gilchrist, and their 
fr iends on the Senate who showed up to 
make the tournament so efficient and 
organized. Thanks should also go to aU 
the law students who had the good sense 
to enter a team , shelve the books, a nd 
come out and play. A note to all stud en· 
ts not already involved in the tour· 
nament: if youre not doing anything 
early next Saturday night, wander over 
to the old 1M building and watch the 
semif'mals and finals. The teams are 
good, the games promise to be exciting, 
and the admission is free. Say no more 
huh? 
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Dealing in Beef 
& Other Futures 
Since I found out my tasr semester's 
grades, I have been thinking a lot about 
my future. To be exact, T have been 
thinking about what it will be like to be 
on the government's payroiJ- as a 
weUare recipient. What gutter will I 
call home? What brand of cigarette butt 
will be my favorite' 
It seems as ii I have spent half of my 
Uie thinking about the future and what 
it wilJ ,bring (and the other ha1f in the 
closet with Swank magazine). When 1 
was young, I dreamed of being a female 
impersonator, Like my father and his 
father before him. But when hair began 
to grow on my legs as thick as the fur on 
the underside or a Buffalo's beUy, these 
dreams were destroyed and a great 
family tradition came Lo pass. 
- Dan Bronson 
nine boles at Pebble Beach about this 
time seven years from now . And 
myself: heads, I'll graduate ; tails, I 
won 't (and ii it lands on its side I'll keep 
talking to you like this). 
I wonder if Richard ~ixon was a gun-
ner and ii he typed his exams. T bet 
Douglas read canned briefs, and stayed 
out late at night drinking beer and 
talking about Dostoyevsky. Rehnquist, 
no doubt. put cotton in his ears at the 
library, wore pajamas and went to bed 
every night at ten o'clock. 
____ P_h_o•_o h..;.~ ~.Arlr Gk>•omdl" 
' . . ' 
-,. 
But now the future is only one year 
awa) . and I am frightened. Every lime 
I look around my Constitutional Law 
class 1 am struck with an immediate 
and freezing terror at the thought that 
around me s1ts th1s country's future. 
The guy sitting to my nght who hasn' t 
showered s mce hts last interview, 
s mells like the hot springs in 
Yellowstone National Park and picks 
h iS nose "•th his penc1l eraser all hour 
will probably be a senator some day. 
The s tudent sleeping behind me, 
buJlding a small reservoir of saliva on 
his notebook wiiJ be doing the same 
thing twenty years from now, only 
more profusely and wtule dressed m a 
black robe 
All of this thinking led me to the 
library where I uncovered some in· 
teresting data. While most of us will end 
up practicing our trade for the greater 
part of our lives. there will be others 
who will seek their fortune and hap· 
piness in other fields. One possible 
alternative is politics. Just how many of 
our classmates will end up in politics is 
unknown at this time, but if the past is 
any indicator of the future, the number 
is bound to be small. 
~ Ok tel )'OUr fefl. look IO )OUr rll(hl, one or you b ~playinj( ~lth II full deck_. _ _ _ _ 
The woman with the long hair who 
just stood up to make an announcement 
about the Environmental Law Society 
Potluck Dinner wtll probably be 
head1ng up a small band of communist 
guerillas somewhere in Central 
America in five years The two meq_ 
behind me wiJl be finisbmg up their first 
Although lawyers dominate this 
country's state and federal gover· 
nment, lawyers from Michigan for the 
most part, go elsewhere (to the bank ) 
In 1982. out of the 100 U.S. senators, 
GO were lawyers, and only one, Robert 
Stafford of Vermont , attendeo 
Michigan Law School. Out of the 50 
governors. 29 of which were lawyers. 
only one, George Anyshi of Hawaii at-
tended this institution. And of the over 
400 United States Congressmen, 204 
were lawyers, but only six went lo the 
University of Michigan Law School. 
Of course, Harvard led the pack in 
1982, with 4 governors, 8 senators, and 
15 congressmen. Harvard was followed 
by the t;niversaty of Virginia with 2 
go,•ernors. 4 senators, and 7 
Law in the Raw 
congressmen ; Ge orgetown with 1 
governor. 2 sen a tor s. and 7 
congress men; and Yale with 1 gover-
nor, 4 senators and 3 congressmen. 
The only state in 1982 with no lawyers 
in either the Senate, the House. or the 
governorship was West Virginia 
Of the 39 presidents. 22 have been 
lawyers . None have attended the 
Univers ity of Michigan Law School, 
although Gerald Ford did spend h1s un-
dergraduat e days scratc h1 ng ob-
scenHies into the wooden tables at the 
Pretzel Bell. Only five pres idents 
studied law at law schools per se. They 
were· 
1 1 Rutherford B1rchard Hayes- Ha r-
vard, Class of 1945 
2) William Howard Taft- Cincinnati 
Law. Class of 1880 
3l Franklin D. RooseveJt Colum-
bia. Class of 1907 
<1 > Richard Milhous Nixon - Duke. 
Cla~s of 1917 
5l Gerald Ford- YaJe 
The non-lawyer presidents in 
chronological order . were as follows : 
George Washington < 1 l; Andrew 
Jackson t7 1. Wilham Harrison (9 l · 
Zachary Taylor c 12): Andrew Johnson 
(171; Ulys!>es S Grant c 18): James A. 
Garfield 1201 · Grover Cleveland C24 l; 
Theodore Roosevelt <26>: Woodrow 
Wilson 1281. Warren Harding C29 l: 
Herbert Hoover !311: Harry S. Truman 
133>: Dwight D. Eisenhower C34 l ; John 
F Kennedy !351: Lyndon B Johnson 
C36 >: and Rona ld !Shoot' em up l 
Reagan 1391. 
l could go on a nd on like this forever. 
The author 11 th<" R G. Ypsilanti Correspon-
dtnl 
Take the Money and Run The court thought it impossible to believe that a 
reader would not have understood that the charged 
portions were pure fantasy and nothing else. 
It Pays to Advertise 
New York state police have lodged a disorderly 
conduct charge against John Kronau, 25. who han-
ded a teller a note reading: "Don't beaJarmed. This 
is a bank deposit. Please take the money out of the 
envelope and put it in the bank." 
-~rroir Free Press 
First A mendment Shields 
Sexual Fantasy 
A three-judge panel of the U.S. Court of Appeals for 
the Tenth Circuit has reversed the jury's $26.5 
million verdict m favor of the plaintiff, Kimer li 
Pring. Miss Wyoming of 1978, in her celebrated suit 
against Penthouse. The majority. held .~hal a sho~~ 
story describing the sexual explo1ts of C~arlene , 
a Miss America contestant from Wyommg, was 
pure fantasy protected by the F irst Amen~ent. 
The ma jonty opmion conlcuded that the char~ed 
portions or the story describe~ somet.hin~ 
physicaUy impossible in an impossible settmg. 
- ABA Journal. Frbruary 1983 
An Explosive Issue 
Recently, a house committee of lhe Kentucky 
General Assembly approved a bill to let legislators 
carry concealed handguns into their chambers 
Some members don't think this is such a good idea 
Says Representative AI Bennet: "On some days 
here, half of the members would get blown away. 1 
can think of times when I would have liked to knock 
off 47 or so myself." Bennet has good cause for 
worry. The last time a gun was permitted in the 
Kentucky General Assembly was in 1936. when two 
members . in the midst of a heated argument, began 
tossing desks at each other unlil one of them whip· 
pc<1 out a gun and fired it through the chamber's 
stained-glass ceiling. On the other hand, maybe the 
new rule will encourage legislators not to shoot their 
mouths off during future debates. 
-Playboy \1uga;.inc 
Some guys just don't know how to hide oul. Convic-
ted international arms smuggler George "Gary·• 
Korkala was captured in Madrid by police who 
found h1m at an exhibition of security dev1ces in the 
Spanish capital. Korkala. who was running an 
exhibit booth for International Air Radio Limited 
when he was arrested. did not resist arrest but did 
deny his identity to police. Sharp-eyed officers were 
not convinced. however. notmg a badge on his lapel 
that said, " Hi, I'm Gary KorkaJa " 
-Srudenr Lawyer. January 1983 
Quote of the Week 
"She's got high blood pressure and a very weak 
heart, but maybe she's still got a finger that 
works." - M icke) Buker . lawyer for 84-year-cld Gertrude 
Jumi~on of Charanoo~a. Tenn .• who is accused of waging a 
45·yeur-long campaign of relephone horassmenr against a 
onetime paper boy who was bill en by her dog and who rur-
ned the animal over to the humant sodery. 
